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region are closer to the real values with deviation +5.3%, 
+0.4% and +10.2% for bone, aluminum and titanium 
respectively. 
 
 
 
Conclusion: Our proposed empirical post-reconstruction 
method works well in beam hardening correction. 
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Purpose or Objective: It is known that both kVp settings, as 
well as geometric distribution of various materials, lead to 
significant change of the HU values, being the largest for 
high-Z materials and lowest kVp setting used for CT scanning. 
On the other hand, it is well known that dose distributions 
around low-energy brachytherapy sources (103Pd, 125I) are 
highly dependent on the architecture and composition of 
tissue heterogeneities in and around the implant. Both 
measurements and Monte Carlo calculations show that the 
errors caused by improper tissue characterization are around 
10% for higher energy sources and significantly higher for low 
energy sources. We investigated the ability of dual-energy CT 
(DECT) to characterize more accurately tissue composition. 
 
Material and Methods: Figure 1.a shows the RMI-467 
heterogeneity phantom scanned in DECT mode with 3 
different setups: the first set-up in which we placed high 
electron density (ED) plugs within the outer ring of the 
phantom is called Normal one, as we assume that in clinical 
practice this would be the most commonly used geometrical 
distribution of tissue ED plugs. In the second set-up we 
arranged high ED plugs within the inner ring and in the third 
one, ED plugs were randomly distributed. All three setups 
were scanned with the same DECT technique using a single-
source DECT scanner with fast kVp switching (Discovery 
CT750HD; GE Healthcare). Images were reconstructed into 
1.25-mm slices with a 40-cm display field of view and a 512 X 
512 matrix and transferred to a GE Advantage workstation for 
advanced DECT analysis. Spectral Hounsfield unit curves 
(SHUACs) were then generated from 50 to 140-keV, in 10-keV 
increments, for each tissue equivalent plug.  
 
Results: Figures 1.b-d represents HU to ED calibration curves 
for monochromatic CT images at 50, 80 and 140 keV 
respectively. As expected, the dynamic range of HU shrinks 
with increased photon energy as the attenuation coefficient 
ranges decrease. The same figures also suggest that the 
spread of HUs for the three different geometrical setups is 
the smallest at 80 keV. To quantify variation in HUs with 
photon energy, we calculated relative variation for various 
tissue equivalent materials (LN 450 Lung, Breast, Liver, CB2-
30%, CB2-50%, Cortical Bone) and plotted for several 
different photon energies in Fig.1.e. 
 
 
Conclusion: Spectral Hounsfield unit curves demonstrate the 
lowest HU variation at 80 keV for the three different 
geometries used in this work. Among all the energies and all 
materials presented, the largest difference appears at high Z 
tissue equivalent plugs. This suggests that 80 keV virtual 
monochromatic DECT reconstructions may enable more 
accurate dose calculations at both megavoltage and kilo-
voltage photon energies.  
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Purpose or Objective: As part of the stereotactic body 
radiotherapy (SBRT) program in our institution, magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) acquisition in treatment position for 
the liver was implemented. Significant liver motion can be 
observed due to breathing motion. The aim of this study is to 
report the benefits of setting out a time-correlated and 
breath-triggered MRI protocol optimized for radiotherapy 
(RT) planning in order to account for liver breathing motion.  
 
Material and Methods: Prior to imaging, three internal gold 
fiducials were implanted under echo or CT guidance in the 
vicinity of the lesion site in order to improve images 
registration, patient’s positioning and target volume tracking 
during treatment.  
A 4D CT scan was acquired on a GE Healthcare Optima CT580 
RT. Patient immobilization and positioning was set up with 
